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1 .Introduction 
In the last time widely discussed [1-8) is the question of what the mean 

square radius of the neutron related to the electric charge distribution inside 
the neutron 

3h2 

< rf. >N= 6(dFI(dq2),,oo = Me2(an,- aF), (1) 

is actually equal to. In eq.(l) an.e is the measurable scattering length of 
a slow neutron on an electron (ne~interaction), aF = J1n 2;;C'J = --1.468 X 

10-3 fm the Foldy scattering length related to a free neutron satisfying the 
Dirac equation and exhibiting an anomalous moment Jln, F 1 is the Dirac 
form factor. 

From the Table of experimental data given in [4] it follows that most 
accurate experiments can be divided into two groups: the measurements 
[9,10] resulting in < a .. >: ( -1.309 ± 0.024) x 10-3 fm , which leads to 
< rln >rv> 0 in contradictjon with modern theoretical representations of 
the neutron, and the measurements [11-13] giving < a.,~ >= ( -1.577 ± 
0.034) X 10-3 fm) to lead to < r~., >N< 0 in confirmation of modern ideas 
of the neutron. 

Earlier in [5,6] the possibility '\Vas noted of errors now present in [9]. The 
reasons for them to arise are mainly the following: l)'vcry weak asymmeb·y 
of neutron scattering on noble gases in comparison with strong symmetry 
of neutron-nuclear interaction ( so in [9] a half per cent asymmetry effect 
of (ne)-interaction is measured with an CITor ±2.5%); 2) because the effect 
under measurement is so weak, experiment<llists must be absolutely sure 
that no side effects affect it (e.g., the ones due to weak p-rcsonances, ad
mixtures of light gases, etc.); 3) large values of corrections introduced in 
the e_xperiment. So the neutron energy-dependent correction for scattering 
asymmetry caused by gas thermal motion exceeds the measured effect for 
xenon by a factor of 4, for crypton ·- of 10, etc. 

A more promising methodical direction in (nc)-interaction study is the 
applied in Dubna method of thermal neutron diffraction on tungsten-186 
crystals [12]. In this case the sought-for effect reaches the value of 20% and 
asarcsultwcobtain a 11e=(---1.60±0.0:J) xl0- 3 fm. Note that this value 
is in agreement with the result repor_tcd in an earlier work [11] and has not 
been an object of criticism as yet. 

2. Comparative· Description of Experiments Carried out at Garching 
and Dubna 

The main discussion centers around the rcsul ts of the Garching experi
ment [10] and the Dubna one [13]. The data obtained in them for the energy 
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dependence (from 1 to 100 eV) of the total cross section 17tot of bismuth 
practically coincide. However 1 different data treatment gave a difference of 
not more than 1.5 uncertainty in values for a., = ( -1.32±0,04 ) X 10-3 fm 
[10] and a"'= ( -1.55 ± 0.11) x 10-3 fm [13]. Therefore, strictly speaking 
one should look for contradictions between the works [10] and [11 ,12] and 
not between [10] and [13]. Nevertheless, strangely enough the discussion 
mainly goes around the latter two works. 

First note that some discrepancy between the result of [10] and [13] 
comes from different methods of data treatment. With formulas (1 ), (2) 
and (5) in [10] one can obtain for the s-wave nuclear interaction (at e(k) = 1, 
tJ.E >> r;2 and R = (sinb,)/k): 

CTtot = 
4rr 

_ CTcoh + CT1 + Un--y 

- 411" 
= sin

2 
b" _ sin b, ["· · g+r .Ll.E " g_r .tJ.E ] 

k' k' 'S:' tJ.E' + r'/4 + ~ tJ.E' + r'/4 + 
1 [" g+r.tJ.E " g_r.tJ.E l' 17; 17n~ 

+ 4k' 'S:' tJ.E2 + P/4 + ~ tJ.E2 + P/4 + 4rr + 4rr' (2) 

where Ui is the nuclear incoheren~ cross section, 9+- = 2(;1+.11 ) (in [10] 
they do not write 9+-in their formulas), J = I± 1/2, I= 9/2 (for Bi), 
tJ.E = E - E,i. , 

From [13] it follows that 
CTtot 

= 
4rr 

= sin
2 

b, _ sin b, [" 9+r .tJ.E " g r .tJ.E J 

k' k2 'S:' tJ.E' + r 2 /4 + ~ tJ.E2 + P/4 + 

1 I" 9+r~ " 9_r~ J 17·~ 
+ 4k2 'S:' tJ.E' + r'/4 + ~ tJ.E' + r'/4 + 4rr · (3) 

The first two and the last term in eqs.(2) and (3) coincide, while the 
others are different. The first reason for this difference is the fact that eq.(3) 
was derived on the basis of a generally accepted S-matrix of Scattering 

Snn = (1- ii; A~ r.·~Jo)exp(2iDpot) (4) 

which does not take into account small inter-resonance interference. H;ow
ever, as it will be shown below the taking into account of this phenomenon 
cannot influence the result of a .. determination in [13]. An attempt of 
taking into account the inter-resonance interference has been undertaken 
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in (1]. As shown in (2] that cannot be considered correct. Meanwhile there 

are the long known S-matrices accoUnting for this phenomenon of inter

resonance interference (e.g., see refs.[14-16]). Based on them calculations 

of ":f: were performed in (5]. The calculations have shown that with the 

known resonances 0 < E,i < 265ke V being taken into account [17], the 

additional inter-resonance interference term in eq.(3) for bismuth at the 

energy about 10 eV makes tl.:~·' = 0.0086 x 10-24em2
/ ster ( the total cross 

section of bismuth at this energy is ~ = 0. 74 X 10-24cm2 / ster, i.e., nearly 

90 times larger). It is very importallt, however, that at energies below 50 

eV the value of l:i~~nc does not practically depend on energy. 

For example, so does the calculated with S-matrix (15] inter-resonance 

interference term 

.6.uint g 
--~--x 

4rr - 4k2 

r,n(r,~ + r3~ + ... ) + 
6Ei + ~(r, + r,~ + r3~ + ... )' 

g rn,(f,~+f3~+ ... ) 
+ 4k' x 'E' '(r r ~ r ~ )' + 

Ll 2 + 4 2 + 1 .6.Et + 3 .6.E3 + · · · 
g r3n(f,~+f,~+ ... ) 

+4k'x6E~+Hf3 +f1~+f2~+ ... )'+... (
5) 

Far from the resonance exp.(5) does not practically change with energy. 

In the Dubna work [13] to find the value of an, we analysed the value 

of Y = "" 1~£B) - a~oh, where acoh is the coherent scattering length. The 

expression for Y has an energy-independent term P.2 , that can be varied 

to achieve the best of experimental data description. Since P2 does not 

depend on energy, by introducing a constant term .6.uint one cannot affect 

the result of an, determination in [13] as well, tl;ough will somewhat change 

the analytical expression foi" P2· 

So, a"' = ( -1.55 ± 0.11) X w-3 fm and < r;n >N< 0. What kind of 

error does come into [10]? 

Let us compare the formulas (2) and (3) taking into account the reso

nances with the energy Eai > 0 and the additional inter-resonance interfer

ence term (5): 

1 [" 9+fn6E " g_fn6E ]' <1; 

4k2 "( 6E2 + f 2 /4 + £-:- 6E2 + f'/4 + 4rr = 

= (0.0113 + 0.0006)10-24 cm2 /ster = 0.0119 x 10-24 em2 /ster. (6) 
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1 [" 9+r~ " g_r~ · l 6a,., 
4k2 "( 6E' + f'/4 + L... 6E2 + f'/4 + 4;;:- = 

= (0.0029 + 0.0086)10-2
'
1 em2

/ ster = 0.0115 X 10-24 em2
/ ster. (7) 

Thus, if the contribution of the term l:i;!"r is taken into account (formula 

(5)), expressions (2) and (3) give practically like results (at E,, > 0). 

Still there is some difference between works [10] and (13] in approach 

to calculation of the contribution of negative energy resonances (Ea1 < 0) 

into the total cross section. In [10] this contribution of one bound and of 

missed levels has been calculated using the average param.eters .of s-wave 

scattering: the streng1h function, 5
0
=0.65±0.15, apd the mean level distance <D

0
>=- 4.5± 

±0.6keV [17]. In this situation I think an error may easilycrawlinto, sincearesonance 

at E,1 < 0, for example, may be at a distance I E,, I<< D, > from the 

point E = 0 and it will hardly be possible to estimate its influence on the 

term bR with good accuracy, because uncertainty in determination of Sa is 

large (of the order of ±23%). 

In [13] we have used a more realistic method consisting in variation of the 

parameter P2, in particular. This ls the main reason for discrepancy between 

the results of Garching and Dubna. Treatment of the experimental data 

of (10] taking into account the parameter P2 = -0.0023 X 10-24 em2 / ster 

found in [13] by the least square method will lead to a 1.2 times increase 

of the absolute value of ane, i.e. to Une = -1.58 X 10-3 fm. 

3. Conclusions 

Thus to my thinking the values of a"' obtained in [9, 10] are not 

grounded enough and consequently the actual < r?n >< 0. This conclusion 

is in agreement with measurements [11, 12, 13] and with the modern ideas 

of the inner structure of the neutron [6, 18, 19, 20]. 
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ArreKcaHI!;pOB IO.A. E3-93-35 
0 npHliiiHaX paCXO~eHH.K Me)K,U:y fa pXHHfOM 

H }J.y6HOH npH Onpel!;eJieHHH'I!;JIHHhl (ne) -paCCe51HH51 Ha BHCMyTe 

PaccMaTpHsaeTc" npHqHHa pacxo:>K~~eHH51 Me:>KIIy fapxHHraM H !J.y6Hoii 
npH orrpe,n:eneHHH seJIUl.JJiHbi cpe.LJ;Hero Ksa.u,paTa 3ap5I):l:osoro paAHyca HeHTpo
Ha, CB5133HHOro C BHyTpeHHeft CTPYKTypoft HeifTpOHa. llOKa3hiBaeTC.K, "liTO 

HaH60Jiee sepOSITHOii npH4HHOft 3TOI'O paCXO)f(,l:{eHH.SI B CJiyqae BHCMyTa SIBJHieT

CSl pa3JIIPlHhlfi yl!eT BJIIBIHHSI pe30H3HCOB C OTpH~aTeJibHOif 3Heprneil: H3 Onpe

;a,eJISieMylO B 3KCnepHMeHTe )l,)IHHY (ne)-paCCe.SIHHSI. 

Pa60Ta BhlnOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHH HeiiTpoHHOii (jJH3HKH OH5IYI. 

JlpenpHHT 06bCJI!-1HellHOro mJCHITYTa 51JJ;CpHbiX HCCJJe)J,OBaHHH. )J,y6Ha, 1993 

Alexandrov Yu.A. 
On Discrepancy between the Garching and Dubna Results 
of Determination of the (ne)-Scattering Length on Bismuth 

E3-93-35 

The paper discusses possible reasons for discrepancy between the results 
of Garching and Dubna determination of the mean square charge radius of the 
neutron related to !lie inner structure of the neutron. It is shown that the most 
probable reason of the discrepancy between its values for bismuth is the 
difference in accounting for the influence of negative energy resonances on the 
(ne) -scattering length value measured in the experimenls. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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